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O S T I  BACKGROUND 

This paper discusses fundamental concepts of uncertainty analysis relevant to both stochastic simulation 
models and deterministic models. A stochastic simulation model, called a simulation model, is a stochastic 
mathematical model that incorporates random numbers in the calculation of the model prediction. Queuing 
models are familiar simulation models in which random numbers are used for sampling interarrival and service 
times. Another example of simulation models is found in probabilistic risk assessments where atmospheric 
dispersion submodels are used to calculate movement of material. For these models, randomness comes not 
from the sampling of times but from the sampling of weather conditions, which are described by a frequency 
distribution of atmospheric variables like wind speed and direction as a function of height above ground. 
A common characteristic of simulation models is that single predictions, based on one interarrival time or 
one weather condition, for example, are not nearly as informative as the probability distribution of possible 
predictions induced by sampling the simulation variables like time and weather condition. 

Simulation variability is an integral part of the simulation model, often corresponding to the stochastic 
variability one sees in the world or system being modeled. It is deliberately built into a simulation model. 
Simulation variability, however, is only one source of uncertainty in model prediction. There are two other 
major categories of uncertainty. One of these exists because models are based on assumptions which are usually 
selected with some latitude. The resulting source of uncertainty is called structural uncertainty, meaning that 
it is associated with the mathematical form or structure of the model. The other category of uncertainty is 
called input uncertainty, and refers to incomplete knowledge of “correct” values of model inputs, including 
model parameters. Input uncertainty exists independently of any model. For each specified simulation model, 
therefore, prediction uncertainty has two components, one from simulation variability and another from input 
uncertainty. Both components are relative to or conditional on the specified model. These components will be 
discussed in the sections that follow, but issues of structural uncertainty will not. 

Distinguishing subjective input uncertainty and stochastic simulation variability is not new in model 
analysis. For example, Helton (1) identifies these sources of variation in probabilistic risk analyses for the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. In that paper, stochastic uncertainty-simulation variability-is captured by 
the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF), which is itself taken to be the model prediction. 
The CCDF is analyzed with respect to uncertainty and input importance. Apostolakis (2) uses the terms 
epistemic to refer to a knowledge related or subjective input uncertainty and aleatory to refer to stochastic 
simulation variability. 

The language of model analysis is often general and vague, with terms having mostly intuitive meaning. 
The definitions and motivations for some of the commonly used terms and phrases offered in this paper lead 
to an analysis procedure based on prediction variance. In the following mathematical abstraction we present 
a setting for model analysis, relate practical objectives to mathematical terms, and show how two reasonable 
premises lead to a viable analysis strategy. 

MATHEMATICAL ABSTRACTION 

The principal notions discussed in this section are simulation variability, input uncertainty, prediction 
uncertainty, and importance of inputs. To set the stage, suppose that for a system model m(.), the prediction y 
is determined by two kinds of variables, denoted by the vectors 2 and z .  The variables 2 are input variables 
in the deterministic sense. Inputs define initial conditions or state of a system being modeled and parameter 
values in the rules (equations and algorithms) that determine y from the initial conditions. The variables z 
are simulation variables. They correspond to the random number streams used for the stochastic or random 
elements in rules which determine y in simulation models. 

The model prediction is written as 
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where the vector z of simulation variables has a conditional probability distribution which depends on x, 

For each fixed value xo of x, the prediction y = rn(x0, z )  is a random variable by virtue of the simulation 
variables z .  We call the probability distribution of y as a function of x the simulation distribution of y,  and 
write it as 

meaning that it is a conditional probability distribution which depends on the value of x. The first two moments 
of the simulation distribution are called the simulation mean and simulation variance, denoted by pi(.) and 
C T ; ( X ) ,  respectively. Finally, uncertainty about proper or correct input values make it reasonable to treat the 
input vector x of length p as a random variable with probability distribution 

x - fJX) , x E D . 

The prediction distribution is the unconditional (marginal) distribution of y, denoted by 

Y - f y ( Y )  . 

The prediction distribution is induced by both the simulation variables z and the input variables x. The variance 
of the prediction distribution is called the prediction variance. In the limit, if the simulation distribution can be 
estimated with enough precision and accuracy that it is considered to be known without error, then the simulation 
distribution fyl,(y) itself (or, equivalently, the CCDF) might be studied as the output variable of a deterministic 
model, making consideration of the simulation variables z no longer necessary. Practically speaking, though, 
there is always estimation error associated with estimation of the simulation probability distribution. 

We are now ready to consider objectives of the analysis. For the analyst, the objective of model analysis 
is to quantify uncertainty in y and to identify important components of the input vector x. For the decision 
maker, the objective is to discover and explore ways to control the real counterpart of the model prediction y. 
Thus, the terms “uncertainty” and “importance” need to be defined so that the analyst’s objective corresponds 
to that of the decision maker. We begin with consideration of the notion of control. 

The complication that simulation modeling introduces over deterministic modeling is that some uncertainty, 
namely, variability from simulation variables z ,  is intrinsic to the model. It is not possible to control simulation 
variability absolutely-reduce it to zero. On the other hand, the effect of input uncertainty might be diminished 
by allowable restriction of the value of the input vector x. More generally, though, we say that control of y-for 
the decision maker’s objective-can be accomplished by changing the probability distribution fz of the inputs 
x. In the decision maker’s world, changing fS would be accomplished by obtaining better information on x, 
in the case of both subjective probabilities and sampling distributions, or by effecting limitation on its value. 

Particularly because x can be of high dimension, we phrase the objective of analysis as follows. The 
purpose of model analysis is to identify input subsets xs whose joint probability distribution we consider for 
modification. The complementary subsets xT will become random variables whose probability distribution 
is conditional on 2’. In the language of experimental design, the problem is to identify and determine the 
effectiveness of control variables xs relative to noise variables x’. Consequently, we consider an alternative 
model prediction 

?., y = E(y I XS) . 
We call j7 the predictor of y based only on the control variables xs , the values of the noise variables xT and 
simulation variables z being averaged over. Therefore, the noise variables produce a prediction variability or 
uncertainty similar to that of the simulation variables z .  The model prediction y, written in terms of xs and x’, is 

The first term represents the average fixed value we expect for y due to the control variables 2’. The second term 
represents the random residual or error component due to the variables x’ and z .  The conditional expectation 
j7 (xS)  is the usual regression predictor. 



Assessment of the importance of the input subset zs follows from two premises. First, the conditional 
expectation 

(8)  
is the predictor based only on xs of the full model prediction y. Second, the quality of 5 as a predictor is 
measured by the quadratic loss function 

- 
Y = E(!/ I 4 

C = ( y - j $ .  (9) 

The expected value E ( C )  is commonly called the mean squared error (MSE) of prediction. 
It is reasonable that the importance of the set 2' be related to its predictive ability, as measured locally 

by the loss function C and globally by the expected value of C. Examining the global, mean squared error of 
prediction, we see that it is a function of the difference in variances given by 

Hence, the correlation ratio of Pearson (4) 

is a proper measure of the importance of xs, and leads one to variance-based importance measures. 

BEGINNING OF A STRATEGY FOR ANALYSIS 

The last section argues that prediction variance can form a reasonable basis for analysis, a conclusion 
supported by the classical Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) analyses of statistics. Therefore, we consider an 
additive (linear) decomposition of the prediction variance V(y) with terms that can be associated with the 
inputs 2 and simulation variables t. Writing 

V(Y) = Vl + vz + . . . (14) 

we suppose that the terms in the expansion represent contributions from subsets of inputs like, for example, 
individual inputs, pairs or inputs, and so forth. Several ANOVA-like decompositions are available when the 
components of the input vector x are statistically independent. They are presented by Cukier, Levine and Shuler 
(3, Efron and Stein (6), and Sobol' (7). Cox (8) relaxes the independence requirement, but only somewhat. 
For the general case, which makes no assumptions about independence, Panjer (9) generalizes the well known 
variance formula as follows. Let {WI,  W Z ,  . . . , wk } represent IC random variables. Then, the variance of y 
can be written as 

The terms in Panjer's formula can be individually associated with each of the wj . However, because the random 
variables are not required to be statistically independent, the variance decomposition is not unique, but depends 
on the labeling of the set {~u~,wZ,...,wk} . 



Panjer’s formula can be used in analysis of simulation models as follows. For simulation variables z and 

V(Y) = K.E,q.&lx(Y I + ExJ&”EzI.(Y I + Exv,lx(Y I x) > (16) 
where the subscripts of the operators indicate the variables of integration. The three terms, respectively, 
represent nested or hierarchical variance contributions from the control variables zs , the noise variables zb, and 
simulation variables z .  The number of such decompositions is the combinatorial function of the total number 
of inputs p and the size of the control variable subset and, therefore, may be enormous. Although the terms 
in Panjer’s formula of Eq. 16 are nonnegative, they are not variances, in general, unless the components of 
x and z are independent. 

We interpret Eq. 16 by noting that Ez~.(y I 8)  = py(x) is the simulation mean of y, that the conditional 
expectation of the simulation mean over the noise variables 2’ is the predictor 5, and that the last term is the 
expected value of the simulation variance of y. Rewriting Eq. 16 as 

(17) 
shows how the prediction variance V(y) arises from three sources: the control variables xs , the noise variables 
zB and the simulation variables z ,  as the three terms on the right side of Eq. 17, respectively. We see, further, 
that the second and third terms on the right side of Eq. 17 are themselves a decomposition of the residual 
variance E ( L )  from Eq. 12. Importantly, but at the cost of computer runs for estimation, the functional form of 
5(zs) is not assumed to be linear nor are the components of z’ and z assumed to be statistically independent. 

the partition of the input vector x into x s  and xT, the prediction variance can be written as 

V(Y) = Vx~(5)  + E,sV,;;~,.bLy(x)] + E, [.,”(.)I 

REALITIES OF ESTIMATION 

In theory, one can continue to extend the decomposition by expanding the second term on the right in Eq. 
17 to correspond to a partition of xT. Proceeding in this manner, one constructs a variance decomposition in the 
spirit of step-up regression, like in McKay and Beckman (10) and McKay (1 1). A step-down procedure based on 
the simulation variance might prove more advantageous. Alternatively, best subset selection procedures might 
be developed. The relative sizes of (estimates of) terms would guide the development of the decomposition. 
In practice, however, good estimation of the components of the decomposition can become prohibitively 
time consuming, depending on the model m( .). Whatever direction one takes, important questions regarding 
estimation error and optimal sample designs remain to be answered. 
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